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Ben 10 eye guy reboot
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(Original Series)Paul Eiding (Omniverse) Ben 10 vs. Negative 10: Part 2 Dude, watch puns! Pretty quickly, you can utilize all the eye-conical ones, and they just get cornea and cornea... – Eye Guy to Freezeghost. Eye Guy (alternatively referred to as Eyeguy)[2] is a DNA sample of the Omnitrix Optician from the planet Sightr. [OV Brief 1] The entire upper
body of appearance eye guy is covered with green eyes, although ironically there are no eyes on the face, which consists of a mouth and a very large pair of ears resembling a bat. He has dark yellow skin with lighter yellow skin on his chest. Its entire skeleton is made of cartilage, not bone. [OV Brief 1] In the original series, Eye Guy wore black pants with
white stripes and a white belt with the original Omnitrix symbol. He had light green eyes with dark green pupils, with one giant main eye in the middle of his chest. His feet were bright, but in all the patterns below his feet fit the same dark yellow as on his body. In Ultimate Alien mode, eye guy looked the same as before, except for the big eye on his chest,
which was replaced by his Ultimatrix symbol. In Omniverse, the eyes of 16-year-old Eye Guy are now larger, slightly brighter and placed symmetrically on the body. There are also now eyes on his hands. His pants now have green cuffs to replace the white stripes, the main belt, which features the Omnitrix symbol, is again colored green with a white stripe,
and he additionally wears green cuffs on his hands. The 11-year-old Eye Guy looks mostly the same as in the original series, though he has the eyes of his hands, placing his eyes and pupil color on his 16-year-old self. He wears white green cuffs, and the original Omnitrix symbol on his belt is colored green again. An 11-year-old Eye Guy in Omniverse
Powers and Skills With each eye on his torso, eye guy can run green rays of energy. In his youth, his energy beams were able to generate electrical currents that could overload and fry machines. With age, the beams shot straight and lacked electrical characteristics. Eye Guy's eyes can move around the body and connect, forming different types of bundles,
such as combining three on the shoulder to fire a freezing radius that surrounds and immobilizes the target in the ice in contact. Eye Guy's eyes can also shoot with green bursts of fire and sticky goops. Closing all his other eyes or combining all his other eyes into this one area, the larger eye will open on and out of Guy's Eye chest, it can fire a more powerful
optical explosion. On On also stretch his larger eye from the chest to the stem to better direct it towards the targets. The vision of the insect eye guy gives him a vision of 360 degrees, which makes it very difficult to sneak on him. [3] In addition, he can sing and see the pathways of some chemicals with his vision, as shown when he was able to see the colony
trail of Mr. Baumann. Eye Guy has increased hearing thanks to his large eyes. Eye Guy has increased strength, just pin 12-year-old Kevin. Eye Guy is able to perform acrobatic and gymnastic feats, as well as jump a few meters high. Eye Guy has good reflexes that is able to wash incoming attacks. [1] Weaknesses If an irritant gets into his eyes, the Eye Guy
won't be able to see clearly besides his eyes are burning. Because he has eyes over most of his body, he is more prone to exposure and injury by irritants. His eyes may be briefly blinded by Grackllint's venom. However, he can quickly recover from irritants in his eyes and only briefly hurt by them. Large Eye Guy ears make him sensitive to high noises, such
as The Evolving Sonorosian sound discs. The vision of an insect eye guy becomes a weakness when he sees something or someone he is afraid of, like Zombozo. Ben's story 10 five years before Omniverse Ultimate Alien In Ben 10,000 Returns, Eye Guy was unlocked by Ben 10,000. Omniverse In Rad, Eye Guy was defeated by Gracklflint. As Mud is
thicker than water, Eye Guy helped Gwen stabilize the power core of the plumber's headquarters. In The Ultimate Heist, Eye Guy appeared in front of Blukic and Driba. Later, Eye Guy fought negative ultimate humungousaur, but was defeated by negative ultimate echo echo. In A Fistful of Brains, Eye Guy was defeated by Ultimate Albedo. In Something
Zombozo This Way Comes, Eye Guy is scared of Zombozo and accidentally turned into Toepicka. In Mystery, unseasy, Eye Guy fought the stone creatures. In Universe vs. Tennyson, Eye Guy was defeated by galactic Gladiator. At Charm School, Eye Guy searched for Charmcaster on friedkin university campus before he was scared of Gwen. In Mr.
Baumann's Ballad, Eye Guy followed in Mr. Baumann's footsteps in the colony to find him and Sheelane. In It's a Mad, Mad, Mad Ben World: Part 2, Eye Guy defeated Mad Rook with freezeghosta. In New Dawn, eye guy appeared briefly when Ben rode his bike through his aliens. Appearances of Ben 10 Video Game: Omniverse Eye Guy is a playable alien
in the game (only by 11-year-old Ben; by 16-year-old Ben in DS and 3DS versions). Ben 10: Omniverse 2 Eye Guy is a playable alien in the game (3DS only). The name of the language and we will call the albanian language Ai me Sy From ai (he) and me sy (with eyes) Bulgarian Зорки Очи Od зорки очи (zorki ochi), watchful eyes of Chinese 百眼百眼 Yրn),
a hundred eyes and a hundred (Guài), croatian monster Okati Z okati, big / many eyed guy French Visio With the Latin word visio, German vision Vielauge Z viel, many and Auge, Greek eye Παρατηητάς From παρατηρητάς, Hungarian observer Gülüsz Z gülüszem, pop-eyed Italian MilleOcchi Z mille, thousand and occhi, eyes Polish Branch From branch, big
eyes Portuguese (Br) Mega OlhosOlhudo Z mega, mega and olhos, eyesFrom olhudo, big eye Romanian Ochiosul Z ochiosul, big eyes Russian Многоглаз (OS)Глазастый (OV) With много, lots and глаз, eyeFrom глазастый, big-eyed Serbian Окати (Okati) With окати (okati), many / big eyed one Spanish (HA) Multi OjosChico Ojo (from Ballad of Mr.
Baumann) With many, many and ojos, spanish eyes (Spain) Miles Ojos From miles ojos , thousand eyes Turkish Göz Adam Z göz , eye and adam, the guy Trivia Eye Guy is the first alien who has been unlocked off screen; This trend will follow Arctiguana, Spitter, Feedback, Fasttrack, Rocks and Squidstrictor. Eye Guy's vision was initially green,[8] but later it
is presented differently. The 11-year-old Eye Guy replaces the 11-year-old Feedback in the opening intro of the Arc 4 Omniverse, particularly in the part where the latter originally appeared alongside 11-year-old versions of Four Arms, Grey Matter and Wildmutt. Both characters share a common basis from a greek mythology character known as Argus
Panoptes, who is often described as having a hundred eyes. The way Eye Guy has an eye on each hand is similar to Pale Man, the villain from The Lord's Labyrinth, as well as Yahaby, the villain of the manga and anime Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba. While Eye Guy's eye rays are green, 12-year-old Mutant Kevin's eye rays are red. [11] Ben 23's Eye
Guy has blue eye beams. Eye Guy is the only alien used by Ben Prime and Ben 23, who has the same name. Reviews don't count because it was originally called Plug Man. [13] This leads to Ben Prime admitting that the name is quite lame. [1] In the Omniverse, The Eye Guy tends to create puns involving the word eye or eye-related organs. Omniverse
Series Master Brief ↑ 1.0 1.1 File:Scan 12.png Community content is available in cc-by-sa unless otherwise noted. Share Eye Guy's comments are a dna sample of the Omnitrix of the Planet Sightr. The Eye Guy look wears black pants with white circles on them with a white stripe. He wore the Omnitrix symbol on his belt. The 16-year-old Eye Guy looks
almost the same as in the original series, but now the white stripes on his pants have been replaced with green stripes, and his main belt is now green with white stripes on the left to the right of the page. He wears green cuffs, and his eye placement is slightly different and larger. The pupils of his eyes are now light green instead of black. He also gained eyes
on his hands. It has a green belt with the Omnitrix symbol. Powers and abilities With each eye on his torso, the Eye Guy can fire green beams of energy. In the original series, the energy beams resemble green lightning, which can produce currents that can overload and fry machines; Then the energy beam is a simple energy beam without electrical
characteristics. His eyes can move all over his body and connect, forming different types of bundles, such as a combination of three on his shoulder to fire a freezing radius that surrounds and immobilizes the target in the ice in contact. Eye Guy's eyes can shoot green fire beams and sticky goop as well. Closing all his other eyes, or combining all his other
eyes in this one area, the larger eye will open to his chest, and from him the Eye Guy can launch his most powerful outburst, and at the same time he can stretch the eye from his chest and move him toward the target(s). Eye Guy's vision of insects gives him a 360-degree vision, which makes it extremely difficult to sneak up on him. Eye Guy has increased
hearing due to large ears. Eye Guy has increased strength. Eye Guy is capable of performing acrobatic and gymnastic feats, as well as jumping a few meters up. Enhanced Strength Enhanced Reflexes Enhanced Dexterity Enhanced Hearing Optic Beams Freeze Beams Fire Beams Eye Goo Movable Eyes Eye Merging Flexible Eye Chest 360° Vision
Weaknesses f Irritant gets in his eyes, Eye Guy won't be able to see clearly besides his eyes are burning. Because he has eyes over most of his body, he is more prone to exposure and injury by irritants. His eyes may be briefly blinded by Grackllint's venom. However, it can quickly recover from irritants in the eye and is only briefly hurt by them. Eye Guy is
sensitive to high sounds such as Ultimate Echo Echo sound drives. Guy's vision of eye insects becomes a weakness when he sees something or someone he's afraid of, like Zombozo. Eye Guy is allergic to Mr. Baumann's cologne, which makes him sneeez and cry. However, he is able to see the trail in Cologne. Trivia In the Omniverse, Eye Guy tends to
puns involving the word Eye. Eye Guy is the first alien to be unlocked off-screen. Then arctiguana, Spitter, Feedback, Fasttrack, Rocks and Squidstrictor. Not counting Feedback, of which Ben 23 was originally named Plug Man, The Eye Guy is the only stranger to share the same name among the two Bens. This leads to Ben Prime admitting that the name is
lame. Eye Guy's vision is green. His vision is later presented differently. Eye Guy is an allusion to Eye Guy, Mighty Power Rangers villain; How How to Guy, he has a lot of eyes. Both characters are based on a greek mythology character known as Argus Panoptes, who is often described as having a hundred eyes. The way eye guy has an eye on each hand
is similar to Pale Man, the villain from the movie Labyrinth of the Lord. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Notice.
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